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However, if a titled master goes mad, it is the martial arts giants of the Chu family who
can eat a pot for them.

Therefore, no matter for anyone, any force, unless forced to do so, they are unwilling to
offend the titled master.

“Ok.”

After receiving Chu Qitian’s assurance again, Yintian King Fentian was relieved, and
then turned around, his gaze fell on Mark again.

“Boy, you are so fateful.”

“I counted the swords in my body, and Gaia pierced my internal organs. Not only did I
survive, but now I can still jump alive.”

“Your self-healing ability is the king, you are very envious.”

Fen Tian sneered, but when he said this, he clenched his front teeth.

That resentful look, it seemed that he couldn’t wait to tear Mark to life.

After all, the broken arm on his body is because of this bastard.

If it weren’t for him, how could he lose his face a few days ago?

If it weren’t for him, how could he be cut off from burning the sky and become disabled
for life?

It can be said that the hatred of the broken arm is not shared.

Today, even if this Chu Qitian doesn’t come to ask him to help with his punches, after he
burns the sky, he will definitely find a chance to kill the bastard in order to avenge the
broken arm.

“However, it’s over here.”



“Last time, if someone hadn’t intervened, you would have died without a place to bury
you.”

“This time, I think who else will help you?”

“Today, this king will definitely cut you by the sword!”

Fen Tian clenched his palms, and under those one-arms, power began to gather.

However, in the face of Burning Heaven’s words, Mark was not afraid of it.

Instead, she looked at him and smiled faintly: “Last time, I remember you said the same
way.”

“But what about the result?”

“I’m still alive, but looking at you, I’m a disabled person!”

“Junior, looking for death!!” Mark’s words undoubtedly touched the sore spot of Burning
Heaven.

At that time, the burning of the sky was like a firecracker, and the whole person
exploded directly.

His old eyes were red, the crazy knife in his hand surged, and the whole person turned
into a phantom, holding the crazy knife directly at Mark.

“This king has only one arm left, and he will still kill you!”

Fen Tian roared angrily, and the sword light suddenly filled the world.

He chopped away in the direction of Mark from all directions.

However, Mark clearly felt that the Burning Heaven injury hadn’t healed completely, and
his strength at this time was far from the peak moment of the original battle with him.

Think about it, too, this time is the first battle, but more than half a month in the past.

The reason why Mark was able to heal in such a short period of time relied on the magic
of that fire spirit fruit.

And this Yintian King Fentian hadn’t taken this kind of heavenly material and earth
treasure, naturally it was impossible to recover so quickly.

However, compared with Mark, Fen Tian’s injury was not very serious.

Except for the injury of the broken arm, most of the other injuries are some kind of
trauma.



Therefore, even if he is not the peak at this time, he still has the seven-point strength of
his heyday.

If it is to deal with ordinary titled masters, these strengths may not be weak.

However, if it is to deal with Mark, it is obviously not enough.

Bang~

After a brief confrontation, Mark hit Fen Tian’s blade with a punch.

Under the blessing of the dragon god body, how powerful is Mark’s punch.

With only a bang, Fen Tian Lianren with a knife was directly shocked by Mark for a
kilometer.

He knocked over countless mountains, rocks, and trees along the way, and finally hit a
small hill before his body stabilized.
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However, even Fen Tian had stopped the retreating body.

However, his arm holding the knife was still tingling.

The crazy knife in his hand was still trembling.

“This kid, what a powerful force?”

“It is a few points stronger than the previous strength?”

Fen Tian stood there with no expression on his face.

The look was calm and majestic.

But no one knows what kind of turbulent waves are set off in his heart underneath his
seemingly calm appearance.

He never thought that after the original battle, the strength of the young hot summer boy
in front of him was not only unaffected by the slightest influence, but was even more
diligent than before.

“Damn it!”

“How did he do it?”



“What the hell is this bastard?”

Fen Tian frowned, and he was undoubtedly more and more jealous of Mark. He only felt
that the young man in front of him was too weird.

From the beginning to the present, he and Mark have only had two sides.

However, only on these two sides, Fen Tian discovered that everything in this young
man’s body was beyond common sense.

The perseverance of the heart far exceeds the strength of his peers, and there are all
kinds of unpredictable secret techniques.

In short, almost everything about this young man reveals weirdness.

“No, this son must never stay!”

“Otherwise, it will be a big trouble in the future.”

Mark’s weirdness made Yintian King Fentian even more intent to kill him.

However, after the confrontation just now, Fen Tian knew that it was impossible to kill
Mark in a short time only by relying on his own words.

Therefore, at this time, he turned his head and stared at the Persian King Gaia who was
still standing aside with some displeasedness.

“Gaia, are you watching the show there?”

“Do you want more materials?”

“Hurry up and let me do it!”

Fen Tian said angrily.

This guy, just thinking about benefits, but now that he doesn’t work hard during the war,
Burning Tian is naturally angry.

However, in the face of Burning’s anger, Gaia, King of Persia, seemed to have not heard
it.

The whole person is still standing there.

Immovable!

“Damn, deaf?”



Fen Tian was naturally even more annoyed when he saw this.

However, when he noticed the rising aura of Na Gaia’s body, Fen Tian was immediately
stunned.

“No~”

“His breath is rising.”

“The surrounding heaven and earth forces are also converging towards where he is
standing.”

“Could it be that this guy is holding back his big move?”

Thinking of this, Fen Tian suddenly smiled.

“Haha~”

“This old thing is no longer hiding.”

“However, he is really tolerable.”

“It’s only now that I’m holding back my housekeeping skills.”

Fen Tian grinned, and his mood improved a lot without realizing it.

It hasn’t been a year or two since he has dealt with Gaia, the king of Persia, but he
knows that Gaia has a very powerful martial arts mystery that he hasn’t used yet.

Fen Tian had also experienced that trick before.

Even in his heyday, facing Gaia’s move, he had to avoid the edge for a while.

One can imagine how powerful this secret technique is?

However, the more powerful the martial arts secret technique, the greater the
consumption and the longer the energy accumulation time.

It is for this reason that Gaia rarely performs this trick.

When facing Yu Yun’s chase before, Gaia also thought about using his biggest hole
card.

It’s just that Yu Yun’s strength is so strong that Gaia has no time to use this trick.

Therefore, in the previous battle in front of the cave, Gaia was naturally only to be
beaten by Yu Yun.



But now, facing Mark, the situation is naturally different.
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